Abstract. The use of relativistic quark models with simple parametric wave functions for the understanding of the electromagnetic structure of nucleons together with their electromagnetic transition to resonances is discussed. The implications of relativity in the different ways it can be implemented in a simple model are studied together with the role played by mixed symmetry s-state and D-state deformations of the rest frame wave functions of the nucleon and ∆ resonance.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the structure of hadrons from the underlying theory of the strong interaction, QCD, has proved to be a quite demanding task from the theoretical point of view. The most promising approach which claims to have more solid connections to the theory is lattice-QCD where the electromagnetic structure of hadrons is beginning to be unveiled as the computational power keeps increasing.
We are confronted during the last years with a very interesting situation: experiments keep improving precision on hadronic observables and also keep providing finer and finer databases for electromagnetic observables, both for elastic processes and for transitions. As of today, we are not able to compute those observables from QCD and are still far from being able to do so in a well grounded lattice-QCD computation. Thus it becomes necessary to resort to models which should enable us to get a partial understanding of the processes at hand and which should above all serve to guide experiments.
Quark models are an ideal tool for that purpose, they incorporate part of the symmetries and the degrees of freedom of the original problem and permit to analyze the importance of some of them, namely the relevance of relativity and of the different configurations in the rest frame wave functions. The use of quark models to study electromagnetic form factors of nucleons and transitions to resonances has some history to which we cannot do justice in these proceedings. The reader may check Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and references therein if he is interested in following the quark model path along these last years. Many of the fine details of the results shown here are given in Refs. [6, 7] .
The contribution is organized as follows, in the next section a formal description of the quark model and of the way electromagnetic form factors are extracted from matrix elements of the electromagnetic current is given for the elastic case. Then in section III the elastic electromagnetic form factors are considered and explored in detail. Section IV is devoted to the transition to the ∆ resonance, exploring the effect of D-state configuration on the rest frame wave functions, Section V contains a final summary and discussion.
THE BARYON MODEL
A simple way to build a descriptive phenomenological model is by constructing a mass operator in its spectral representation, being the different states of the representation the physical states. The ground state wave functions are built with a set of parameters which can be fitted to reproduce part of the known experimental data. This approach, in a more rigorous rendition, is explained in Ref. [6] .
Considering the N, ∆ and N * (1440), their wave functions are constructed in the SU(6) symmetric quark model. The N is built as the ground state, the ∆ as the spin-flip excitation of the ground state, and the N * (1440) as a radial excitation. This assumption is of course restrictive with respect to further components in the wave functions. The main improvement to these is the consideration ofcomponents. This is out of the scope of this contribution, advances in this direction have been reported in Ref. [8] .
Those symmetric components can be written as:
where X, c, S, and F stand for spatial, color, spin and flavor respectively. Other symmetry components which we will consider are mixed symmetry s-state ones, written as:
and D−state ones, which for the nucleon and the ∆ read: 
The spin-flavor components are written explicitly: (6) and the spatial wave functions are written in momentum space as:
X:s
using the following momenta for the three quark system: κ =
k 2 − k 3 , and P := 2( κ 2 + q 2 ) . The radial ground state wave function contains 2 parameters, which are fixed together with the constituent quark mass to reproduce the magnetic form factor of the proton in each of the forms of kinematics, which will be shown in the following section. The parameter values obtained for each of the forms are given in Table 1 . The spatial wave function of the first radial excitation is given explicitly in Ref. [6] . It is constructed from the ground state one by imposing both orthogonality and the presence of a node in a simple way. In Fig. 1 
Relativity and quark currents
From a practical point of view, and due to the space constraints of these proceedings, let us explain in words the use of the different forms of relativistic kinematics. The main reason why relativity needs to be accounted for can be seen in a rough estimate of the quark velocity inside a proton. Once this is agreed there are in the literature three main ways of building relativity into a hamiltonian formalism, first discussed by Dirac [9] and later well developed in Refs. [10, 11] . In a non rigorous way which is well suited for explaining our procedure let us present the following rendition of the different forms.
The three forms differ among themselves in the kinematical group of the Poincarè group, that is, the subgroup whose commutator relations are not affected by the interactions. According to this classification we have: instant form, where the subgroup is made of rotations and translations at a fixed time, point form, where boosts and rotations are kinematic, and front form, where, for example, boosts along the light cone are kinematical.
For each form of kinematics the dynamics generates the current-density operator from a kinematic current, which is specified by the expression:
in the case of Lorentz kinematics, and:
for light-front kinematics and finally by:
for instant kinematics. p i and p ′ i are initial and final momenta of quark i. v i and v ′ i are initial and final velocities of quark i respectively. In each case only covariance under the kinematic subgroup is required. 
Pictorial representation of the momentum variables at rest and in the moving frame.
In Fig. 2 the role played by the form of kinematics which relates the variables at rest k i and the ones at the vertex p i is pictured graphically. These relations between both the rest frame spins and momenta to those of the moving frame depend on the form at use, their explicit formulae are given in Ref. [6] . Here it suffices to be aware that in those relations is where the relativistic nature of the computation enters.
NUCLEON FORM FACTORS
The cross section for the elastic electron-nucleon scattering may be written in terms of two form factors. In the literature there are two usual sets, Pauli and Dirac form factors, F 1 and F 2 or Sachs form factors, G E and G M . Both sets are related by kinematical factors.
The elastic form factors can be extracted from the electromagnetic current taking appropriate matrix elements of spin states. They can be defined through the following matrix elements of the current operator for the case of instant and point form:
with η = Q 2 /4M 2 N . In the front form case, the form factors are extracted from matrix elements of the + component of the current, defined as I + = I 0 + I z :
As an explicit example, one can evaluate the matrix elements of Eq. (12) with the antisymmetric nucleon wave function and the quark current (9) multiplied by 3 (the number of constituent quarks). After summing over spin and isospin indices we arrive to the explicit expressions of the form factors in instant and point form:
The Jacobian factor J f a , [15] while black triangles are obtained from the recent JLAB data of Refs. [16] using
where J are given explicitly in Ref. [6] . The jacobians differ in instant and point form.
The coefficient C 23 (η, p 2 , p 3 ) is determined by the spectator Wigner rotations:
The boost velocities v Ka , v K f are v a , v f in point form and
The corresponding expressions for front form kinematics can be obtained using the explicit Melosh rotations given in Ref. [6] .
Numerical results
The three parameters of the model in each of the forms of kinematics are fitted to achieve a good reproduction of both the Q 2 dependence of the magnetic form factor of the proton and of its magnetic moment. The three forms accommodate the experimental data for the form factor and the pursued agreement is found with each of them. This was not guaranteed as we cannot assess apriori the importance of higher contributions, such as exchange currents, which may in each of the forms have a different relative importance. This happens for example when studying the form factor of a quark-antiquark pair which are bound to form a low mass system, e.g. a pion, there the point form has been proved to be unable to get close to the data [12, 13, 14] .
The description of the magnetic form factor can be seen in Fig. 3 . The low Q 2 domain is essentially well reproduced irrespective of the form at use. The high Q 2 data, on the contrary is better understood when instant and front form are considered, point form underestimates the experimental data above 3 GeV 2 . This behavior at high Q 2 was already reported by the Graz group [4] .
Once the parameters are fixed in each of the forms the remaining form factors of the nucleon were explored. The electric form factor of the proton is plotted in Fig. 3 . At low Q 2 all forms reproduce the experimental data, giving an accurate description of the charge radius of the proton, given in Table 2 . This fall-off at low Q 2 is in fact very close to the magnetic form factor one, both approximately dropping as the standard dipole. The differences found in this form factor above 3 GeV 2 are already quite interesting as can be seen in the figure. First of all, an abrupt qualitative difference among the forms can be noticed, while point and instant forms remain positive up to Q 2 = 10 GeV 2 in front form the electric form factor of the proton becomes negative at around 6 GeV 2 . This was already in the light-front computations of Chung and Coester [1] although there F 1 and F 2 are plotted instead of G E and G M . This would be mostly anecdotical if it was not from the fact that the recent form factor data measured at JLAB using polarization transfer techniques exhibit a similar trend [16] . The expected zero crossing appearing at ≈ Q 2 = 7.5 GeV 2 [17] . This Q 2 dependence of the electric form factor, the accessible quantity is in fact the ratio G E /G M , was not expected in the first pQCD predictions where it was believed that the ratio Q 2 F 2 /F 1 would be flat at high enough Q 2 . The new experimental data however would rather be closer to QF 2 /F 1 . In Fig. 4 both the ratio Q 2 F 2 /F 1 and G E p /G M p are depicted for the three different forms as compared to the new data. As before (this is nothing more than a different view at the same information contained in G E p and G M p ) front form gets closer to the high-Q 2 tendency of the data.
Finally the values for the magnetic moments and proton charge radii are given in Table 2 . Instant and Front form get values for the magnetic moments which are in close agreement with the experimental data, while point form underestimates the value by 10 %.
Electromagnetic form factors of the neutron: mixed symmetry components
The neutron magnetic form factor comes out mostly in agreement with the experimental data as can be seen in Fig. 5 . Similar features as for the proton case are found, instant and front forms provide similar descriptions in the considered Q 2 domain while point form tends to predict a lower value at high Q 2 .
The neutron magnetic moment is given in table 2. The values are in all cases smaller (in magnitude) than the experimental value, with point form giving the poorest number. In front form, the value is better but is still 10% off. This is similar to what was found in Ref. [1] . There the possibility of anomalous magnetic moments for the quarks is also explored, and with that extra freedom the magnetic moments of both neutron and proton are reproduced precisely. It may be worth noting that in front form it is not possible, without anomalous magnetic moments, to get G M p + G Mn ≤ 1 as happens experimentally [19] .
In a symmetric non-relativistic quark model the electric form factor of the neutron is zero. Relativistic effects, which could in a sense deform the original symmetric shape in the rest frame, produce already non-zero values and a non-zero charge radius with the experimental sign. This is clear in Fig. 6 , there the electric neutron form factor is plotted in all forms of kinematics. Noticeably, although non-zero, the values obtained with point and instant form are an order of magnitude lower than the experimental ones. The front form one is better, but still off the experimental data. The point form result differs with what was already known from Ref. [4] . The only difference between both calculations being the wave functions employed, in our case simple 2 parametric symmetric wave functions, while in their case complicated wave functions obtained from the solution of their quark-quark hamiltonian. We noted the fact that in their wave functions there was a small admixture of mixed-symmetry s-state whose origin was the interaction between quarks. Thus, a phenomenological admixture was included in our wave function as described in section II. The results obtained with a 1% admixture are given in Fig. 6 . The small admixture completely resolves the discrepancy in all the forms. The physical origin of such admixture must be sought in the quark-quark interaction.
N − ∆ TRANSITION IN RELATIVISTIC QUARK MODELS
The N − ∆ electromagnetic transition is closely related to the presence of D-state components on both the N and ∆ rest frame wave functions. A vast number of experiments have been dedicated to explore this transition and to extract model independent data for this reaction [21, 20] .
The physical questions at hand are many, first, it is an appropriate place to study the effect of the so-called pion cloud [22] , which in the quark model picture would correspond to exploring the effects of including more fock space configurations in the wave function, e.g. |[8, 23] . Second, this transition is sensitive to the presence of L > 1 components on the N and ∆ wave function. The presence of such components is what is pursued when we talk about "Shape of Hadrons" (which is the title of this workshop). Several authors have discussed the issue of shape in the quark model framework in the recent years [26, 27] , although it seems at times that there is no clear meaning to the word "shape". In the work of Miller [26] single quark spin dependent distribution functions are plotted as a proof of the existence of multiple shapes in the proton, in the work of Gross and Agbakpe [27] , on the contrary, it is stated explicitly that even the presence of D-state components on the proton would still render a symmetric charge distribution.
Formally the N − ∆ transition, can be characterized by the following set of form factors,
with,
where M and M * are the nucleon and resonance masses respectively. The Sachs like magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and Coulomb form factors are defined as in Ref. [28] ,
